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' cradles ?, or swinging platforms, suspended by ropes,
for doing repairs : at Berwick Castle in 1422 there were
made * two credill for the workmen to stand and make
holes in the town walls to insert corbels',1 ten years
later at York we find mention of ' two cords with which
to hang the plumbers' cradell ',2 and at Windsor in 1534
there was ' a great rope for the glasyers to hange ther
cradelles on the owtsyde of the wyndowes to make clcne
the glasse '.3 A windlass, ' wyndas' (verna)j is another
instrument that is constantly alluded to in building
accounts. For instance, in 1330 we find an entry of the
cost of constructing a wyndas ' or machine for raising
and winding up timber : 2 iron rings to bind the hcacls
of the axle, 2 iron rods for the hauka of the wyndas on
which rods the trenclels have to turn or rotate, and an
iron band 3 feet long and 3 fingers broad to bind and
strengthen the rod of the wyndas which is partly broken,
with 18 nails called spikyngs to fasten the band onto the
rod '.4 Of the other tools used in building—including an
infinite variety of nails—nothing need be said.
Inside, the walls, alike of churches and living rooms,
were usually plastered and either whitewashed or
painted, either with subjects—sacred, historical, legend-
ary, and allegorical—-or with patterns—*stcncillcd with
stars, masonricd or painted to look like marble, for such
devices were used In mediaeval times—even the terrible
Victorian practice of ' graining' wood has, I believe, been
found in those good old days, and appears to be indicated
in a payment made in 1353 to Richard Assheby for
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